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Professional quality binding, photocopying or printing services? You can find us on the ground floor of the Student
Central Building.

These prices are for students only and already include student discount. A blank sheet is inserted at the front
and back as standard. No stitching at all Do you offer spiral binding? File format Students should supply a
single digital file for printing. Like glossy, matt, etc. Orders for Express central London will be delivered
either the day the order is processed or the next working day. Impact Statement The abstract should be
followed by an impact statement consisting of no more than words. Yes, we can. We will email you with the
quote for costs and details of how to pay. Hard-bound theses must have the pages sown in not punched and
soft-bound theses should have the pages glued in. Without quibble. Place an order When will it be ready? This
can take up to an hour during peak periods and only between 9am to 5. Please contact us for further
information of the different types of paper. A large amount are difficult to disguise and a reprint would be the
best option. If only parts of the document require printing or any customer collation is required different
timescales and printing prices will apply. You can either bring us the document ready to bind or we can print it
here on good quality gsm paper. The printing prices are only for when we print the entire document. Most
universities have their own specifications regarding the lettering. If you wish to submit material in any other
form, your supervisor must contact Research Degrees well in advance of submission of the thesis. If it is
separate from the bound volume it must be clearly labelled with the same information as on the title page.
There may be a delay if delivery cannot be made. If you would also like your front cover foiled you will need
to supply us a single page PDF of the front cover. Double or one-and-a-half spacing should be used in
typescripts, except for indented quotations or footnotes where single spacing may be used. If we see
something wrong with the printing you have supplied, we will contact you. Orders for Standard UK delivery
will be ready for dispatch within 2 working days and couriers will then deliver within working days. Bind
your thesis Theses have to be robust enough to withstand the examination process and be easily identified.
Yes, if we do the printing. For collection in-store orders we offer a 48 hour, 24 hour, 4 hour or 2 hour service.
This sequence must include everything bound in the volume, including maps, diagrams, blank pages, etc.
Pricing includes up to pages with a maximum limit of 20 pages printed in colour; the balance will be printed
black and white. For best results please ensure that your paper is in good condition, flat and without folded
corners What is the difference between hard, soft and simple binding? All pages will be printed single sided on
brilliant white gsm bond paper.


